>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
This application was deferred from the Planning Application Committee held on 4th August
2015.
The Committee unanimously agreed to DEFER the item at the meeting of 4th August 2015 in
order:
1)
For Members to undertake a site visit;
2)
To allow the applicant to submit correct and up to date drawings to show what exists
on site (i.e. number of guest rooms as per planning consent and canopy in the rear
yard);
3)
To allow the applicant to submit a relevant transport survey for the application hotel,
as opposed to a hotel in Wembley.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

ADDRESS: 79-81 Clapham Common South Side, SW4 9DQ
Application Number: 15/01219/FUL
Case Officer: Emily Leighton
Ward: Clapham Common
Date Received: 26 February 2015
Proposal:
Front forecourt and basement extension for four additional rooms with
installation of four windows and a multi-purpose room with two light wells at front and rear
of the property with landscaping at the front (Amended Plans Received)
Drawing numbers: A 000 000 Rev P0; A 000 001 Rev P0; A 000 002 Rev P0; A 025 001
Rev P5; A 025 002 Rev P0; A 025 003 Rev P1; A 025 004 Rev P0; A 025 005 Rev P2;
A 100 001 Rev P4; A 110 001 Rev P2; & A 100 001 21/09
Documents: Application Form; Design & Access Statement (Dexter Moren Associates),
Transport Statement February 2015; Cover Letter 24th February 2015; Construction
Management Plan (Stapleton Long); letter dated 13th February 2015; On-Street Parking
Assessment January 2016; Transport Statement Extract 23rd August 2015; Email dated 27th
September 2016
RECOMMENDATION: Grant conditional permission
Applicant: Mazotte Investment
Limited
43-45 Lamotte Street, St. Helier, Jersey

Agent: Mr Herbert Lui
Dexter Moren Associates
57D Jamestown Road
London NW1 7DB

SITE DESIGNATIONS
Relevant site designations:
Listed Building
Conservation Area Road
Hierarchy
Town Centre
Key Industrial and Business Area

78 Clapham Common South Side adjoining
Clapham Conservation Area
A24 – Transport for London Road Network
N/A
N/A

Flood Risk
Tunnel Safeguarding Line

Flood Zone 1
Northern Line

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Dudley Hotel, 79-81 Clapham Common South Side is long established and the lawfulness
of its use as a hotel was confirmed by an Established Use Certificate granted in 1975 (No. 81)
and a Certificate of Lawfulness was issued in 2010 (Nos. 79-81).
The current application proposes excavation at basement level and beneath the forecourt of
Nos. 79 & part of No. 80 to provide four additional hotel bedrooms and a 95 sq. m. ‘multipurpose room’ together with the construction of two light wells at the front and rear.
Similar applications at Nos. 80/81 were refused by the Council on 30th August 2002 but allowed
on appeal by the Planning Inspectorate on 14th July 2003 (Appendix 1). The Inspector
concluded:


“The proposed development in both appeals is of acceptable design and preserves the
character and appearance of the conservation area.





The proposed development would not have a harmful impact upon the living conditions
of nearby occupants in terms of noise or disturbance.
The proposed development would not harm the safety of London Underground
tunnels.
Having regard to the limited scale of these developments and the proximity of public
transport I consider any additional pressure upon on-street parking would be minimal.”

Officers have assessed the proposals in relation to policy guidance contained within the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), the National Planning Practice Guidance
(NPPG), the London Plan 2016, and the Lambeth Local Plan (2015). The key planning issues
relating to this case are:
-

-

Land use;
Impact on designated heritage assets, whether the alterations would preserve or
enhance the character and appearance of the Clapham Conservation Area and
whether any harm to a designated heritage asset is outweighed by any public benefit;
Whether there would be unacceptable consequences for conditions on public
transport or the public highway including additional pressure upon on-street parking;
Whether there would be any harm to the safety of London Underground tunnels;
Whether the proposed development would have a harmful impact upon the living
conditions of nearby residents in terms of noise or disturbance;
Whether the proposed development would affect underground streams.

The proposed development was previously considered to cause harm to the character and
appearance Clapham Conservation Area due to the proposed lightwell railings. It is noted that
the applicant has revised their plans to align with the Conservation Officers comments and
have now provided a lightwell grille that is flush with the forecourt paving.
Public transport capacity is adequate with a PTAL rating of 4 which is considered to be ‘Good’.
The area is subject to CPZ parking controls and Clapham Common South Side is a ‘Red
Route.’ Officers consider that the short-term parking of coaches or other vehicles, either in
Cautley Avenue or on the main road frontage is unlikely to result in any deterioration in
highway safety or significant obstruction to traffic. Facilities for off-street servicing exist.
Parking in the side streets is lawful outside the CPZ control hours that could be varied if
necessary.
Transport for London Road Network originally raised no objection in principle to the proposal
but sought the closure of the existing vehicular access to Clapham Common South Side.
Further comments received after the re-notification of the application removed the requirement
for the stopping up of the vehicle crossing. TfL had no objection to the proposal provided a car
could enter/exit the forecourt parking in a forward gear. Subject to a safeguarding condition,
TfL has advised that there would not be any harm to the safety of London Underground tunnels
and have no objection to the proposal.
Subject to a condition limiting the use of the ‘multi-purpose’ room it is considered that there
would be no noticeable increase in impact on neighbouring occupiers’ living conditions over
and above that already experienced from the neighbouring hotel.
Officers therefore recommend approval of the scheme subject to conditions.
OFFICERS REPORT

Reason for referral to PAC: The application was originally reported to the Planning
Applications Committee on 4th August 2015 in accordance with Section 4 of the
Committee’s terms of reference. Councillors Nathanson and Gentry had requested that
the application be reported to the Committee and this request was agreed by the Chair.

1

SITE AND SURROUNDINGS

1.1

The application site comprises Eurohotels’ Dudley Hotel, 79-81 Clapham Common
South Side. The site comprises a terrace of three 3-storey plus attic former Victorian
dwellinghouses fronting Clapham Common South Side on the south-west corner of its
junction with Cautley Avenue, together with a number of single storey extensions to
the rear of the hotel between it and No. 2 Cautley Avenue.

1.2

The site lies within the Clapham Conservation Area which is centred on Clapham
Common and contains numerous historic buildings dating from the 18th and 19th
centuries. The boundary of the Conservation Area is coincident with the south-east
boundary of the site, separating it from the predominately mid to late 19th century
residential development in Cautley Avenue which lies outside the designated area.

1.3

The site comprises one of a number of hotels in the area including the Euro Lodge
Hotel Nos. 89/90 Clapham Common South Side.

Figure 1: Context
1.4

The individual houses at Nos. 79-81 were originally provided with front gardens. These
have been amalgamated into two forecourts contained by non-original perimeter
railings and piers. The basement and forecourt of No. 80 and part of No. 81 has been
excavated to provide four additional hotel bedrooms looking into a front light well
created between the forecourt and the front wall of the buildings with a pedestrian
bridge leading to the front door. The light well has been partially covered by

unattractive Perspex sheeting. The forecourt to No. 79 & part of No. 81 has a vehicular
access and a crossover to Clapham Common South Side and parking for two cars.
1.5

At the rear, individual gardens have been lost. There is a gated vehicular access from
Cautley Avenue to a service yard adjoining No. 2 Cautley Avenue that contains
extensions to the rear of the hotel.

1.6

The hotel has 63 bedrooms, dining area, kitchen and service areas such as a laundry,
store and office. An official site visit was undertaken by Planning and Enforcement
Officers on 5th July 2016 who confirmed the number of rooms at the hotel.

1.7

Clapham Common South Side, the A 24, is part of the Transport for London Road
Network. It is a ‘Red Route’ with no stopping on the south bound carriageway 7.00 am
to 7.00 pm Monday to Saturday save loading is permitted for 20 minutes between 7.am
to 4.00 pm and disabled parking for a maximum of 2 hours. There are north and south
bound cycle lanes. To the east, Cautley Avenue and other side roads (Narbonne
Avenue and Lessar Avenue) are borough roads within a predominantly residential
area.

1.8

Cautley Avenue and the adjoining side roads lie within Controlled Parking Zone L
(CPZ) that operates Monday to Friday from 8.30 am to 6.30 pm with permit only bays.
On both sides of Cautley Avenue adjoining the hotel are two parking bays each with
capacity for two vehicles where parking is permitted for 1 hour with no return within 2
hours.

1.9

The site is some 340 m. from Clapham South Underground station on the Northern
Line, a deep level tube. Five bus routes serve Clapham Common South Side. The
site has a PTAL rating 4 ‘Good.’ The site is subject to a TfL Tunnel Safeguarding Line.

1.10

The buildings are not included in the statutory list. No. 78 Clapham Common South
Side, on the opposite corner with Cautley Avenue, is grade II listed. The only other
listed building in the vicinity is Eagle House Mews, 2b Narbonne Avenue.

Figure 2: Front elevation Nos. 79-81 Clapham Common South Side. No. 79 on the
left.

2.

PROPOSAL

2.1

Application is made for planning permission to construct four additional hotel rooms
beneath the front forecourt and at basement level of Nos. 79 & 80. Four windows
would be installed facing into a new front light well. A ‘multi-purpose room’ with a rear
window facing into a new light well would also be constructed. A secondary spiral
staircase leading from the multi-purpose room to the rear service yard would be
installed in the proposed rear light well at No. 79.

2.2

The applicant had previously proposed railings around the front lightwell. Amended
plans were received on 5th August 2016 which show that the railings have been
replaced with a pavement grille. The applicant has stated that the proposed grille will
be galvanised metal. There are currently 2 car parking spaces located in the forecourt
area of 79-80. The proposal would reduce this area to 1 car parking space.

2.3

The multi-purpose room will be used as an overspill for dining facilities, an amenity
space for guests (eg. Television room), additional office space if required. The room
may also be hired out for functions/meetings and due to the size of the room at 95.5sqm
(7.4m x 12.8m), attendees would be limited. The applicant has stated that the room
will have a maximum capacity of 50 people and will be used for uses associated with
the hotel.

Figure 3. Proposed Basement Plan

Figure 4 Proposed Ground Floor Plan

3.

MATERIAL PLANNING HISTORY

3.1

10th December 1975 – Established Use Certificate granted for the use of No. 81
Clapham Common South Side as a hotel.

3.2

30th August 2002 – Planning permission Ref.01/02206/FUL refused for the conversion
of basement space at Nos. 80-81 to form 4 guest bedrooms. Reasons:
1.

The proposed expansion of the hotel use into the basement is considered to
be an unacceptable overdevelopment of the site. More particularly the site is
outside of those areas of the borough where the expansion of hotels may be
encouraged. The provision of any further accommodation would be detrimental
to the character of the area and would harm the amenities of surrounding
residents. In this respect the proposal is contrary to policy H19 and AT6 of the
Councils adopted Unitary Development Plan and policy 18 of the Deposit
Unitary Development Plan.
The detailed design of the alteration, particularly the proposed windows onto
the lightwells, railings around the lightwells and the lightwells themselves are
considered to be detrimental to the character and appearance of the property
itself and the Conservation Area. The proposal is therefore contrary to policy
CD2 and CD15 of the Councils adopted Unitary Development Plan and policy
42 of the deposit Unitary Development Plan.

2.

3.3

30th August 2002 – Planning permission Ref. 01/02208/FUL was also refused for the
conversion of the existing undercroft in the front garden area of Nos. 80-81 into
ancillary hotel storage. Reason:
“The applicant fails to provide details of how the excavation works are to be undertaken
failing to address the issue of safety in respect of the underground tunnels contrary to
the Council’s aims to improve safety of public transport as stated in Policy T24 of the
Adopted Unitary Development Plan.”

3.4

14th July 2003 – The Planning Inspectorate allowed two appeals against the above
refusals of planning permission dated 30th August 2002 (Refs. 01/02206/FUL &
01/02208/FUL) granting two planning permissions (Appendix 1). During the appeal
the Council advised the Inspectorate that it had no objection to the conversion of the
undercroft into ancillary hotel storage (Ref. 01/02208/FUL). The Inspector’s key
findings were:





3.5

“….the proposed development in both appeals is of acceptable design and
preserves the character and appearance of the conservation area.”
“....the proposed development would not have a harmful impact upon the living
conditions of nearby occupants in terms of noise or disturbance.”
“....the proposed development would not harm the safety of London
Underground tunnels.”
Having regard to the limited scale of these developments and the proximity of
public transport I consider any additional pressure upon on-street parking
would be minimal.”

08/04053/FUL – Application made for change of use of 4 flats at No. 79 Clapham
Common South Side to a hotel to form part of the Dudley Hotel at Nos. 80 - 81 Clapham
Common South Side to provide 12 extra bedrooms and formation of a link between
the two properties at ground floor level. On 25th August 2009, an appeal against nondetermination was dismissed by the Planning Inspectorate. The Inspector’s key
findings were:

Paragraph 9. “…the proposed development would be harmful to the objective of
meeting its [the borough’s] housing needs, in conflict with UDP policy 15 (d) which
seeks to prevent the loss of residential accommodation to other uses such as hotels.”
Paragraph 10. “I have considered the concerns raised by neighbouring residents.
However, the property is well-located in terms of proximity to public transport and
occupants of the appeal building, whether they are hotel customers or long term
residents, would not be entirely dependent on the use of private cars. This would be
consistent with government advice that reduced car parking can encourage alternative
means of travel.”
Paragraph 11. “Although the proposed development would make no provision for
increased off-street parking facilities other than that which is currently available within
the forecourt, I do not consider that the change of use would generate any significant
increase in traffic likely to place undue pressure on local parking demand or prejudice
local highway safety.”
Paragraph 12. “Neither is there any substantive evidence that the short-term parking
of coaches or other vehicles, either in Cautley Avenue or on the main road frontage,
has caused or is likely to result in any deterioration in highway safety or significant
obstruction to traffic. In particular, I am satisfied that the approximately 8 m. wide
footway adjoining Clapham Common South Side is of ample width to facilitate the
unloading and collection of hotel passengers and their luggage without causing
obstruction to passing pedestrians.”
Paragraph 13. “There is also no evidence that the proposed development would place
undue additional pressure on the local drainage or sewerage systems.”
The Inspector concluded:
Paragraph 14. “I am satisfied that the proposal would not cause any significant growth
in traffic or deterioration in highway safety and that no noticeable increase in impact
on neighbouring occupiers’ living conditions over and above that already experienced
by the neighbouring hotel would ensue. However, these factors do not outweigh my
concern regarding the harmful effect on the supply of housing accommodation. I have
had regard to all the other matters raised but conclude that the appeal should be
dismissed.”
3.6

09/04045/LDCE – Certificate of Lawfulness (Existing) issued for the use of Nos. 79–
81 Clapham Common South Side as a hotel. Application permitted 15th January 2010.

3.7

In support of the claim that Nos. 79-81 had been used continuously as a hotel for the
10 year period preceding 30th November 2009 (the date of the application), the
applicant had submitted fifteen items of evidence including a statutory declaration.
When considering the evidence individually, little of it supported the claim of continuous
use of the properties as a hotel for the previous ten years. However, when assessing
all the evidence jointly, officers considered that on the balance of probability and the
lack of evidence to the contrary, that Nos. 79-81 Clapham Common South Side has
been used as a hotel for at least the ten years prior to the date of application.

3.8

14th December 2011. 79-81 Clapham Common South Side. The Planning
Inspectorate dismissed an appeal against the Council’s refusal of planning permission
Ref 10/04155/FUL, dated 26th October 2010, for ‘‘the replacement of an existing
ground floor timber rear extension with a new single storey rear extension housing staff
facilities; reorganise the existing rear courtyard to allow circulation and access; a new

2 storey rear extension to provide additional hotel accommodation; enlargement of the
existing basement at the front of the property’.
3.9

The Council had refused permission for the sole reason that the proposed building ‘by
reason of its detailed design and unacceptably excessive and discordant form would
represent a visually incongruous form of development which would be detrimental to
the architectural integrity of the terrace of which it forms part and would fail to preserve
or enhance the character and appearance of the Clapham Common Conservation
Area.’

3.10

The Inspector’s reason for refusing permission was:
…..”the effect would be to the detriment of the street scene to the extent that the
proposal would neither preserve nor enhance the character or appearance of the
surrounding Conservation Area.”

3.11

15th November 2011. 11/01762/CON. 79-81 Clapham Common South Side.
Demolition of the existing single storey, timber clad outbuildings to the rear courtyard.
The application was permitted and involved the demolition of the storage and laundry
sheds located in the rear garden of the hotel.

3.12

18th May 2015. 12/00508/FUL - Retention of canopy to rear of existing hotel. The
application was permitted. It is noted that the proposal included the structures that
were proposed to be demolished under the application reference 11/01762/CON.

3.13

22nd October 2014. Pre-application advice (Ref: 14/03095/PREAPP) provided on
the excavation at basement level at No. 79 Clapham Common South Side to provide
four additional hotel bedrooms and a multi-purpose function room. Key advice was:




In land use terms, there are no objections to the creation of further hotel bedrooms.
Subject to details, the proposed works would preserve the character and appearance
of the conservation area.
It is unclear what the capacity of the multifunction space would be or the nature of the
events that might take place. The impact may be an uplift of vehicular movements
which may need to be assessed given the capacity of the local highway network.
Information should be provided on guest parking measures and measures dealing with
the parking, loading and waiting for suppliers and deliveries.
Cycle parking for hotel staff should be provided to London Plan standard of 1 cycle
space per 10 staff.
A Construction Management Plan would be required.
Refuse and recycling storage should comply with the Council’s guidance in the Refuse
and Recycling Storage Design Guide 2013.
The proposed function room may give rise to some concern in relation to its use and
duration in terms the amenity of neighbouring properties. The Council may impose
restrictions on hours of use.








4

CONSULTATION AND RESPONSES

4.1

Consultation responses and comments from the original consultation of the application
undertaken 16.03.2015.
Statutory consultees

TfL Road Network
4.2

No objection in principle. The applicant should execute a legal agreement with TfL
under section 278 of the Highways Act 1980 to remove the existing crossover from No.
79 to Clapham Common South Side. Requests a condition to secure the submission
and approval of Construction Logistics Plan and informatives to safeguard conditions
on the TLRN.
(Officer Comment: It is noted that a Section 278 agreement has not been requested
in the updated comments from TfL).
TfL London Underground

4.3

No objection in principle. Requests a condition to require prior approval of design and
method statements for all of the foundations, basement and ground floor structures, or
for any other structures below ground level, including piling.
(Officer Comment: An appropriate condition is recommended).
Other consultees

4.4

Clapham Society - No response to date.
Friends of Clapham Common - No response to date.
Clapham Common Management Advisory Committee and Group - No response to
date.
Adjoining owners/occupiers

4.5

Consultation letters have been sent to 33 adjacent properties in Cautley Avenue,
Lynette Avenue, Klea Avenue, Lessar Avenue and Clapham Common South Side. A
site notice has also been displayed and the application advertised in the local press.

4.6

A letter of objection on behalf of 13 residents of Cautley Avenue, Clapham Common
Southside and Lessar Avenue has been received from James Smith (Planning Law)
Services Limited. 13 individual representations have been also been received from
neighbours. Points raised may be summarised as:
Objection

Response

Overdevelopment contrary to UDP policies 7, 28, & 47. Paragraphs 4.27, 6.3
Expansion of the hotel with the loss of two on-site parking & 6.44
spaces will put further pressure on night time parking in
the local area. No facilities for coach parking or parking
for the disabled contrary to the London Plan. No survey
of movements or parking at the hotel.
Overconcentration of hotels locally.

Paragraph 6.3

Noise and disturbance and traffic impacts during Paragraphs 6.41 to
construction, and longer term because of the increased 6.46
number or transient visitors. Not in keeping with the
residential / family nature of the area.

Exacerbating the annoyance and disturbance caused to Paragraphs
local residents following the hotel's significant expansion 6.40.
over the past ten years from 32 to 63 bedrooms additional laundry, refuse and delivery service needs that
cannot be provided on site.

6.28

&

Adverse impact on the character of the conservation area Paragraphs
and setting of the listed Dutch House, Cautley Avenue 6.22
[assumed by officers to be No. 78 South Side] due to
exacerbation of overnight parking congestion (contrary to
UDP policies 14 & 45) and change in the character of the
area (UDP policy 47).

6.4

to

The use of the ‘multi-purpose’ room is unspecified and Paragraphs 2.3, 6.34,
could cause disturbance if used for functions or converted 6.44 & 6.45
to further hotel bedrooms, including exacerbating traffic
and parking concerns.
Prejudicial to the running tunnels of the Underground Paragraphs 6.37
Northern Line.

4.7

Prior to the Committee Meeting of 04.08.2015, further comments were received which
formed the 3rd Addendum for the Committee.
Objection

Response

The plans and drawings in the officer’s report do not given Paragraph 6.21.
an accurate picture of the current level and quality of
development on site.
The rear yard is covered by buildings and structures
leaving only a small yard and this will be further reduced
by the current proposals.
Overdevelopment / intensification of the existing use
Paragraph 4.27, 6.3 &
6.44
of the four additional rooms

Paragraphs
6.36

6.26

to

2003 without planning permission being granted
inadequate for a hotel of this size and are causing
disturbance to residents

been properly assessed
Reliance on previous appeal decisions as precedent
circumstances – considering an additional four rooms to
an existing 32 bedroom hotel.
operating at its current size as the lawful use of no.79 was
C3 residential use.

Paragraphs 4.27, 6.3,
6.33 & 6.44

of existing buildings rather than new floorspace
-purpose
room or closure of the front forecourt
No evidence has been submitted to demonstrate that the Paragraphs
likely parking and traffic impacts are acceptable
6.36

6.23

to

has not been addressed
associated with the hotel have not been assessed
the frontage , the addition of the multi-purpose room and
reduction in the size of the rear yard
London Plan requirements for coach parking
cannot be met
servicing and delivery plan is not necessary
The multi-purpose room

Paragraphs 2.3, 6.34,
6.44 and 6.45

-purpose room has not be
properly assessed and the application should be refused
unless they can be acceptably controlled or mitigated
the hotel is not adequate
additional hotel rooms
the room plus suitable attenuation
measures

/ sound insulation

Internal consultees
4.8

Conservation and Urban Design. No objection to the internal basement works. Light
wells exist at No’s 80-81 and there is no objection to the creation of a light well at No
79. However, the existing railings at Nos. 80-81 compete with the existing boundary
railings and give the appearance of excess clutter to the front forecourt. For the new
light well it is recommended that a pavement grille be installed instead of railings.

4.9

No objection to the alterations to the fenestration at basement level, as the property is
set back from the street. These changes would not be visible and would cause minimal
harm to the character and appearance of the building and wider conservation area.

4.10

No objection to the replacement of the existing brick pavement with stone slabs – this
would not harm the character and appearance of the conservation area.

4.11

Flood Risk Officer. As there is a basement in place for half the property no issue is
envisaged with the proposed basement. This is an end of terrace so there are no party
wall issues. There are some lost underground streams but it is believed they flow
further east of the common along Abbeville Road, where there have been incidents of
a few basements being damp and wet in periods of high rainfall.

4.12

Councillors for Licensing. No comments received.

4.13

Brixton Town Centre Manager. No comments received.

4.14

Regeneration Programme Officer. No comments received.

4.15

Streetcare. No comments received.

4.16

Design out Crime Officer. No comments received.

4.17

Arboricultural Officer: Apart from a water feature, no detail or provision for landscaping
has been made to the front that should be clearly established.
(Officer Response: An appropriate condition is recommend to secure revised details of
the landscaping of the forecourt).

4.18

Transport: The hotel is a lawful use certified in 2010. It has good access to public
transport - PTAL 4 and car travel by staff, guests and visitors is significantly reduced
and hence overnight parking is not provided. The Transport Statement does not
mention coach parking. There would be a single parking space without adequate
turning. A vehicle should not reverse out onto the Red Route and the access should
be blocked off. Cycle parking should be provided for the staff and guests. Servicing
and deliveries can be accommodated within existing arrangements. There are short
stay parking bays on Cautley Avenue which can be used by the visitors and service
vehicles. There is also parking in the rear service yard. Servicing requirements would
not increase significantly due to the proposed increased number of rooms although a
Service and Deliveries Plan should be submitted that includes a refuse collection and
recycling strategy.

4.19

Following a deferral of the application the applicant submitted amended plans to
address the concerns of the Committee and consultees. The application was renotified to all parties on 08.08.2016. The comments received as a result of the reconsultation are set out below.
Statutory consultees

4.20

TfL Road Network
TfL Road network are supportive of the application provided that:
 Cycle parking is provided in accordance with the London Plan Standards;
 Cars using the forecourt of 79-80 are able to access and egress the site
from/onto the A24 Clapham Common South Side safely in forward gear;
 Refuse collection will occur off the A24 Clapham Common South Side on
Cautley Avenue;
 A Construction Management Plan is submitted and secured by condition;
 Informatives to ensure the protection of London Underground Network.
(Officer Comment: It is noted that TfL no longer request that the vehicle crossing
fronting Clapham Common South Side is to be stopped up through a Section 278
agreement. It is considered that conditions and informatives regarding the above
would be acceptable.)
TfL London Underground

4.21

No objection in principle. Requests a condition to require prior approval of design and
method statements for all of the foundations, basement and ground floor structures, or
for any other structures below ground level, including piling.
(Officer Comment: An appropriate condition is recommended).
Clapham Southside Residents Association

4.22








Object to the proposal. The objection is summarised as follows:
The site is in a Conservation Area and forms a significant frontage onto Clapham
Common. The design of the existing hotel and associated buildings are poor and result
in an over intensive use of the site to the detriment of the local amenity and the
character and appearance of the Clapham Conservation Area.
The hotel is not located within an appropriate locality and any further expansion would
be contrary to Policy ED12 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).
Expansion of a hotel in an area outside of a CAZ would be contrary to Policy 4.5 of the
London Plan (March 2016) as it is considered that the proposal will have an effect on
the local amenity.
The hotel utilises the surrounding streets for bin storage and servicing of the hotel
contrary to Policy Q12 and T8 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015). The proposal will
further reduce the size of the rear service yard. The proposal is not clear as to how the
rear service yard will fit car parking, bin storage area and cycle parking.
There is no clarity over the use of the proposed ‘multi-function’ room. Concerns that
the room will be converted into further hotel rooms or the kitchen/dining facilities will
be relocated to this room.
Other consultees

4.23

Clapham Society - No response to date.
Friends of Clapham Common - No response to date.
Clapham Common Management Advisory Committee and Group – No response to
date
Adjoining owners/occupiers

4.24

Consultation letters were re-sent to 33 adjacent properties in Cautley Avenue, Lynette
Avenue, Klea Avenue, Lessar Avenue and Clapham Common South Side.
Consultation was undertaken on 08.08.2016 and finished on 2908.2016.

4.25

A letter of objection on behalf of 13 residents of Cautley Avenue, Clapham Common
Southside and Lessar Avenue has been received from James Smith (Planning Law
Services) Limited on 4th September 2016. 24 individual representations have been
also been received from neighbours. Points raised may be summarised as:
Objection
Unable to retrieve documents on Lambeth website

Response

It is noted that the
web link was working
and the documents
were available on the
website for the public.
Planning Area Committee members were to undertake a It is noted that this is
site visit to the property
to occur the Saturday
prior to the October

11th Planning
Applications
Committee Meeting
Overdevelopment contrary to Lambeth Local Plan Policies Paragraph 6.3
ED12, Q2 and Q22. Expansion of the hotel with the loss Paragraph 6.23 to
of two on-site parking spaces will put further pressure on 6.34
night time parking in the local area. No facilities for coach
parking or parking for the disabled contrary to the London
Plan. No survey of movements or parking at the hotel.
Overconcentration of hotels locally.

Paragraph 6.3

Noise and disturbance and traffic impacts during Paragraph 6.45
construction, and longer term because of the increased
number or transient visitors. Not in keeping with the
residential / family nature of the area.
Exacerbating the annoyance and disturbance caused to Paragraphs 6.32
local residents following the hotel's significant expansion
over the past ten years from 32 to 63 bedrooms - Paragraphs 6.41 to
additional laundry, refuse and delivery service needs that 6.45
cannot be provided on site.
Adverse impact on the character of the conservation area Paragraphs 6.17 to
and setting of the listed Dutch House, Cautley Avenue 6.22
[assumed by officers to be No. 78 South Side] due to
exacerbation of overnight parking congestion (contrary to
Lambeth Local Plan policies T6 & Q20) and change in the
character of the area Policy Q22
The use of the ‘multi-purpose’ room is unspecified and Paragraph 6.32
could cause disturbance if used for functions or converted
to further hotel bedrooms, including exacerbating traffic, Paragraphs 6.42 to
parking concerns and noise issues
6.45
Prejudicial to the running tunnels of the Underground
Northern Line.
Parking survey of the hotel occurred at quiet times, less
likely to be parking issues. Parking survey not in
accordance with Lambeth Car parking Survey Guidance
which should occur between 0030-0530 on separate
weekday nights and should be undertaken to a radius of
500m.
Waste, recycling and laundry bins block the street and
footpath
Construction of basement area would impact on the
drainage

Paragraph 6.35
Paragraph 6.46
Paragraph 6.26

Paragraph 6.34
Paragraph 6.47

Internal Consultees
4.26

Conservation and Design. No objections to the proposed pavement grille – the
proposal is now acceptable and we have no further objections.

4.27

Development Control Enforcement Team. The Enforcement Officer attended the site
visit undertaken on 5th July 2016. The Enforcement Officer was satisfied that the
extensions to the rear of the hotel have received permission under application
reference 12/00508/FUL and also become lawful through passage of time. Under the
12/00508/FUL application, the store room, kitchen, office, covered dining area and a
portion of the store/laundry were permitted. Since this application the laundry/store
have been pushed out 1.3m to the boundary treatment shared with 82-84 Clapham
Common South Side. The extension to these structures are deemed to be lawful due
to passage of time of 4 years.

4.28

Flood Risk Officer. No objection to the proposal as there are already bedrooms at
basement level of the property and as such no new risk is being introduced to the site.
Conditions requesting a Basement Impact Assessment and Flood Risk Assessment
are required. These must address mitigation measures and include evacuation
procedures.
(Officer Comment: Appropriate conditions are recommended to secure a Basement
Impact Assessment and Flood Risk Assessment).

4.29

Veolia Waste Lambeth: No objection to proposal. The property is a hotel and the extra
rooms would provide increased refuse and recycling. However, there is more than
enough space at the rear of the hotel to accommodate any extra refuse or recycling
containers that may be required.
(Officer Comment: Appropriate conditions are recommended in order to secure a
Waste Management Plan).

4.30

Regeneration Programme Officer. No response received.

4.31

Brixton Town Centre Manager. No response received.

4.32

Design Out Crime Officer. No response received.

4.33

Arboricultural Officer. No response received.

4.34

Councillors for Licensing. No response received.

4.35

Transport and Highways. No objection to the proposal. The amended plans have no
transport implications. The applicant has stated that they do not entertain coach
parking and as such this is considered to be acceptable. No concerns with the
methodology used for trip generation in 2016 report or previous 2015 report. Whilst
the parking stress is high, considering the proposal, it is considered to be acceptable.

5

LEGAL AND POLICY BACKGROUND

5.1

The Council in determining this planning application has the following main statutory
duties to perform:
a.

To determine the application in accordance with the development plan unless
other material considerations indicate otherwise (Section 38(6) of the Planning
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004);

b.

In considering whether to grant planning permission for development which
affects a listed building or its setting, to have special regard to the desirability
of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural
or historic interest which it possesses. (Section 66 (1) Planning (Listed Building
and Conservation Areas) Act 1990);

c.

When considering the application special attention shall be paid to the
desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of the
Clapham conservation area (Section 72 (1) Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990).

5.2

The development plan in Lambeth is the Lambeth Local Plan (2015) and the London
Plan (2015).

5.3

The National Planning Policy Framework was published in 2012. This document sets
out the Government’s planning policies for England including the presumption in favour
of sustainable development and is a material consideration in the determination of all
applications.

5.4

The current planning application has been considered against all relevant national,
regional and local planning policies as well as any relevant guidance. Set out below
are those policies most relevant to the application, however, consideration is made
against the development plan as a whole.

5.5

Key and policies applicable to the assessment of this application are
NPPF
Section 7 – Requiring good design
Section 12- Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

5.6
The London Plan (2016) (MALP)
Policy 1.1
Policy 4.1
Policy 4.5
Policy 5.12
Policy 5.13
Policy 6.3
Policy 6.9
Policy 6.13
Policy 7.5
Policy 7.6

Delivering the Strategic Vision and
Objectives for London
Developing London’s Economy
London’s visitor infrastructure
Flood risk management
Sustainable drainage
Assessing effects of development on
transport capacity
Cycling
Parking
Public realm
Architecture

5.7
Lambeth Local Plan (2015)
Policy D1
Policy D2

Delivering and Monitoring
Presumption in favour of sustainable

Policy T1
Policy T2
Policy T3
Policy T6
Policy T7
Policy T8
Policy EN4
Policy EN5
Policy EN6
Policy EN7
Policy ED12
Policy Q1
Policy Q2
Policy Q3
Policy Q5
Policy Q6
Policy Q7
Policy Q8
Policy Q9
Policy Q10
Policy Q11
Policy Q12
Policy Q13
Policy Q14
Policy Q20
Policy Q22
Policy Q23

5.8

development
Sustainable Travel
Walking
Cycling
Assessing impacts of development on
transport capacity and infrastructure
Parking
Servicing
Sustainable drainage and construction
Flood risk
Sustainable drainage systems and water
management
Sustainable waste management
Hotels and other Visitor Accommodation
Inclusive environments
Amenity
Community safety
Local Distinctiveness
Urban Design: Public Realm
Urban design: new development
Design quality: construction detailing
Landscaping
Trees
Building Alterations and Extensions
Refuse/recycling storage
Cycle storage
Development in gardens and on backland
sites
Statutory listed buildings
Conservation Areas
Undesignated heritage assets: local
heritage list

Supplementary Planning Documents

Refuse and Recycling Storage Design Guide Lambeth Council (2013)
Waste and Recycling Storage and Collection Requirements (2013)
Accessible London SPD - GLA
Building Alterations and Extensions SPD (2015)
Land for Industry and Transport SPG GLA 2012
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ASSESSMENT
Land Use

6.1

London Plan Policy 4.5 ‘London’s visitor infrastructure’ says the Mayor will and
boroughs should support London’s visitor economy and stimulate its growth and seek
to improve the range and quality of provision especially in outer London. Boroughs
should seek to achieve 40,000 additional hotel bedrooms by 2036 in appropriate
locations. Where the hotel accommodation is to be situated outside the Central
Activities Zone (CAZ), it should be located in town centres, opportunity or intensification
areas with good access to central London on passenger transport.

6.2

Lambeth Local Plan Policy ED12 states that visitor accommodation should be directed
towards the CAZ, the Vauxhall/Waterloo Opportunity Areas or Brixton and Streatham
Town Centres in the first instance. The policy supports visitor accommodation
elsewhere in the borough where the Public Transport Accessibility Levels are ‘Good’
or above. The location meets Lambeth Local Plan Policy ED12 as the site scores
PTAL 4 ‘Good.’

6.3

The use of the existing buildings as a hotel has been certified as lawful and in land use
terms there are no policy objections to the creation of further hotel bedrooms and a
room ancillary to the hotel. Given that the hotel exists the issue of “overconcentration”
of hotels in the local area does not arise. Further, the site lies within an area of ‘Good’
transport accessibility, which is supported by Policy ED12.
Impact on designated heritage assets

6.4

The designated heritage assets that must be considered are the Clapham
Conservation Area and No. 78 Clapham Common South Side listed grade II. The
Committee must take account of sections 66 (the setting of No. 78) and section 72 of
the Act (whether the character or appearance of the Conservation Area would be
preserved or enhanced).

6.5

NPPF Paragraph 17 provides the Government’s 12 core planning principles one of
which is to:
“always seek to secure high quality design and a good standard of amenity for all
existing and future occupants of land and buildings;”

6.6

NPPF Paragraph 131 requires local planning authorities in determining planning
applications to take account of the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the
significance of heritage assets and the desirability of new development making a
positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness. When considering the
impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage asset,
great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation (Paragraph 132). Where a
proposed development will lead to substantial harm to or total loss of significance of a
designated heritage asset, local planning authorities should refuse consent, unless it
can be demonstrated that the substantial harm or loss is necessary to achieve
substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm or loss (Paragraph 133). Where a
development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a
designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of
the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use (Paragraph 134).

6.7

The NPPF defines “significance” (for heritage policy) as: “The value of a heritage asset
to this and future generations because of its heritage interest. That interest may be
archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives not only from a
heritage asset’s physical presence, but also from its setting.”

6.8

The NPPG advises that “substantial harm is a high test, so it may not arise in many
cases” and “works that are moderate or minor in scale are likely to cause less than
substantial harm or no harm at all. However, even minor works have the potential to
cause substantial harm.” Case law has lead to the principle that in order to amount to
substantial harm to the significance of a heritage asset, there would have to be such a
serious impact on the significance of the asset that its significance was either vitiated
altogether or very much reduced.

6.9

London Plan Policy 7.4 ‘Local Character’ requires development to have regard to the
form, function, and structure of an area, place or street and the scale, mass and
orientation of surrounding buildings. London Plan Policy 7.6 ‘Architecture’ requires
architecture to make a positive contribution to the streetscape and cityscape. It should
incorporate the highest quality materials and design appropriate to its context. London
Plan Policy 7.8 ‘Heritage and Design’ requires development affecting heritage assets
to conserve their significance by being sympathetic to their form, scale, materials and
architectural detail.

6.10

Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policy Q5 concerns ‘Local Distinctiveness’. Part (b) of this
requires development to respond to and enhance the architectural quality of the area
particularly in conservation areas. Policy Q7 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015) requires
that all development should be of high quality design and contribute positively to its
surrounding area. Assessment criteria are provided for ‘new buildings and conversion
schemes’ are considered relevant to this case. Inter alia development should be
compatible with:






The site, context and historic development of the area;
Prevailing building lines and plot sizes;
The height, massing and scale of neighbouring buildings, roof profiles and
silhouettes of adjoining buildings;
Colour, type, source and texture of local materials; and
Architectural compositions including patterns and rhythms and set pieces of
townscape.

6.11

Policy Q11 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015) ’Building Alterations and Extensions’
requires alterations and extensions to be subordinate, confined to the rear or less
important elevations and protect uniform patterns. Policy Q9 of the Lambeth Local Plan
(2015) ‘Landscaping’ requires development to include landscape design that enhances
the area. Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policy Q22 ‘Statutory Listed Buildings’ says that
development that harms the setting of a listed building will be refused. Lambeth Local
Plan Policy Q22 ‘Conservation Areas’ requires development to preserve or enhance
the character and appearance of conservation areas including features of the original
building.

6.12

Policy Q11 (i) of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015) is supportive, in principle, of the
provision of new basement accommodation below existing buildings. Basement
extensions are not considered acceptable if they:
Entail the roofing over or inappropriate enclosure/alteration of existing basement
areas;
Result in the loss of front gardens or entail excessive excavation which would harm
the character of the locality or which would undermine the appearance of the shot
building (especially on heritage assets);
Result in development below gardens which would severely compromise the ability of
trees and soft landscaping to thrive without irrigation.





6.13

Policy Q11 (j) of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015) states that new lightwell excavations
should:
 Minimise the size of any excavated area at the front or side;
 Be in keeping with the style and design integrity of host building and wider
locality;
 Minimise visual impact through good design (in many cases, especially
heritage assets this is likely to mean pavement grilles rather than balustrades);
and



Not reduce existing parking bays to below the minimum standard (where this
occurs the Council will seek to remove the parking bay).

6.14

Four hotel bedrooms and a multi-purpose room would be constructed at basement
level with two of those bedrooms built under the forecourt. There would be new
windows facing into new front and rear light wells.

6.15

There are already two bedrooms built below the forecourt at Nos. 81 and part of 80
and the scheme seeks to provide two new guestrooms to the north of these towards
Cautley Avenue. The walls of the light wells would be finished in painted render to
match the existing basement arrangement at Nos. 80 and 81. Timber framed sash
widows with a horizontal emphasis would be installed. The applicant has removed the
previously proposed metal lightwell railings and replaced these with a pavement grille
in order to satisfy the Conservation Officer. The pavement grille is flush with the
forecourt and is proposed to be galvanised metal. It is considered that a condition to
secure the details of the grille will be acceptable. The existing forecourt paving would
be replaced by 60 cm. x 60 cm. reconstituted stone slabs and soft landscaping in
planters.

6.16

In reaching his decisions on 14th July 2003 to approve a similar development at Nos.
80-81 the Inspector found:
Paragraph 9. “In terms of the undercroft work under Appeal A their publicly visible
impact is limited to an increase in the height of the forecourt surface in front of No. 81.
Taking into account the modest extent of that height increase, together with the
presence of railings and piers around the forecourt perimeter, I consider that the
proposal is neither obtrusive nor harmful and preserves the character and appearance
of the Conservation Area.”
Paragraph 10. “In terms of the basement works under Appeal B their publicly visible
impact is limited to views of the upper parts of the external wall facing the Common.
The new windows in this elevation comprise painted timber double hung sashes set
behind reveals. Having regard to the sympathetic design of the development and its
unobtrusive appearance I consider that it preserves the character and appearance of
the Conservation Area.”
Analysis

6.17

It is considered that the proposal would not adversely affect the setting of the grade II
listed No. 78 Clapham Common South Side due to the nature of the proposed works
being below ground level and the separation distance of approximately 12m between
the application site and the listed building. The proposed lightwell to the rear would be
screened by existing fences. The front lightwell would be flush with the forecourt paving
and partially screened by the existing railings located along the boundary fronting
Cautley Avenue.

6.18

In considering the proposals when presented to the Planning Area Committee on
04.08.2015 Officer’s concluded that the proposed development would not cause
substantial harm to the Clapham Conservation Area, however it was considered that
the development would cause harm to the designated heritage asset albeit less than
substantial harm due to the impact of the proposed lightwell railings.

6.19

Amended plans were received for the proposal on 05.08.2016 removing the lightwell
railings. The proposed front lightwell would respect the character of the host building
and by removing the proposed lightwell railings would remove any clutter from the front

garden area. It is noted that the Conservation Officer had no objections to the amended
plans. Due to the pavement grille, the front lightwell would not be highly visible if
viewing the property from either Cautley Avenue or Clapham Common South Side as
it will be flush with the forecourt paving and partially screened from view by the existing
railings located along the Cautley Avenue and Clapham Common South Side
boundaries. As such, it is considered that the proposed lightwell would preserve the
character and appearance of the Clapham Conservation Area in accordance with
Policy Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015) and the Building Alterations and
Extensions SPD (2015).
6.20

No objection is seen to the proposed rear light well, the alterations to the fenestration
or the installation of a spiral stair at basement level. These changes would not be
visible from the street and are considered neutral in terms their impact upon the
character and appearance of the building and the wider conservation area.

6.21

It is further noted that the structures located in the rear garden of the application site
have been permitted under application reference 12/00508/FUL or are deemed to be
lawful through passage of time. It is noted that these structures were inspected on the
site visit undertaken on 05.07.2016. The amended plans received 05.08.2016
accurately represent the buildings that are located on site. The proposed lightwell and
staircase are not considered to result in a significant reduction in the size of the rear
yard compared with the existing situation and it is considered that there is sufficient
space to the rear of the property for servicing, delivery and parking in the remaining
space.

6.22

Overall, the proposal is considered to have a minimal impact on the host building, the
grade II listed building located at 78 Clapham Common South Side and the wider
Clapham Conservation Area. It is therefore considered that the proposal would
preserve the character and appearance of the Clapham Conservation Area and is in
accordance with Policy Q20 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).
Transport & highway considerations

6.23

London Plan 2015 Policy 6.3 requires that development proposals should ensure
impacts on transport capacity are assessed at both corridor and local level. London
Plan Policy 6.9 requires cycling parking to be provided in accordance with Table 6.3.
Policy 6.13 sets ‘maximum’ parking standards and requires that the needs for delivery
and servicing are provided. Referring specifically to hotels, Paragraph 6A.8 says that
in locations with PTALs 4-6, on-site parking provision should be limited to operational
needs, parking for disabled people and that required for taxis, coaches
deliveries/servicing.

6.24

Lambeth Local Plan Policy (2015) T1 requires development to minimise use of the
private car, to be appropriate to public transport capacity and reflect London Plan
policies on car and cycle parking. Policy T6 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015) requires
development to be assessed for transport impact. In a CPZ Policy T7 of the Lambeth
Local Plan (2015) provides that development will be secured as car free (no on-site
parking).

6.25

The site has ‘Good’ public transport accessibility and there is no suggestion that
capacity is inadequate to serve the proposed development. The applicants originally
submitted TRAVL trip generation data for the Elm Hotel, 1 Elm Road, Wembley and
projected the likely additional trip generation at Clapham from those figures. The

Committee members requested that the applicant submit a Travel Plan that was
specific to the application site and surroundings.
6.26

The updated On-Street Parking Assessment states that additional car parking demand
locally that could arise from a 4 bedroom increase would be less than 1 car for either
a weekday or a Saturday. As such, it is considered that the parking stress would be
indiscernible.

6.27

It is noted that the updated On-Street Parking Assessment has not been disputed by
Council’s Transport Officer. Furthermore, it is noted that the previous Transport
Assessment was not disputed and that the Officer considered that the trip generation
was acceptable. It is further noted that the On-Street Parking Assessment does not
adhere to the Lambeth Methodology as it was undertaken at a 200m radius as opposed
to a 500m radius and was undertaken on a weekday and a weekend as opposed to
two weekdays. The Council’s Transport Officer has advised that whilst not adhering to
the Lambeth Methodology, the results were acceptable at a 200m radius and it was
considered that a wider survey was not necessary as a wider survey of 500m would
yield similar results, if not better.

6.28

The hotel has a rear service yard where two parking spaces are available. The
Council’s Transport Officer previously advised that servicing and deliveries can be
accommodated within the existing arrangements. Council’s Transport Officer has no
issue with the current proposal. There are short stay parking bays on Cautley Avenue
which can also be used by the visitors and service vehicles. Parking demand would
not increase significantly due to the proposed increase of rooms. Parking in the side
streets is lawful outside the CPZ control hours (the control hours being 08.30am to
18.30pm Monday to Friday).

6.29

In 2002, the Planning Inspectorate considering the impact of 4 additional rooms found:
“Having regard to the limited scale of these developments and the proximity of public
transport I consider any additional pressure upon on-street parking would be minimal.”

6.30

In 2009, when the hotel was operating at its present size, the Planning Inspectorate
found:
“Neither is there any substantive evidence that the short-term parking of coaches or
other vehicles, either in Cautley Avenue or on the main road frontage, has caused or
is likely to result in any deterioration in highway safety or significant obstruction to
traffic. In particular, I am satisfied that the approximately 8 m. wide footway adjoining
Clapham Common South Side is of ample width to facilitate the unloading and
collection of hotel passengers and their luggage without causing obstruction to passing
pedestrians.”

6.31

The London Plan Policy 6A.8 requires hotels located in areas of PTAL 4-6 to provide
on-site provision for Blue Badge parking. The applicant has provided evidence that a
car using the front forecourt would be able to enter and exit the site in a forward gear.
As such, whilst no blue badge parking has been specifically proposed for the site, blue
badge holders can make use of the front forecourt parking area which would allow
easy access to the hotel entrance. Furthermore, blue badge holders can make use of
on street parking bays in the vicinity of the hotel. A formal bay is located on Lynette
Avenue and bays are located within the Pay & Display and CPZ roads surrounding the
property which operate between the hours of 08.30am and 18.30pm Monday to Friday.

6.32

There is requirement to provide cycle parking for the staff and the guests. London
Plan standard requires 1/20 bedrooms for long stay and 1/50 bedrooms for short stay.
3 cycle spaces should be provided for long stay and 2 spaces for short stay, 5 spaces
in total. The location of the cycle stand in the back yard is acceptable as it can only
be accessed through the security gate. The cycle stand should be within a secure cycle
store to prevent theft and weather protection. Any planning permission could be
conditioned to require details of cycle parking for both staff and hotel guests to be
approved and implemented.

6.33

The proposal would reduce the parking in the forecourt from two spaces to one
space and as such it is noted that Council’s Transport Officer has no objections to
this aspect of the proposal. The applicant has provided a diagram showing that a car
can enter and exit the forecourt in a forward gear, therefore would ensure the safety
of the traffic on the A 24. It is noted that TfL Road Network have retracted their
previous comments regarding the stopping up of the existing crossover to Clapham
Common South Side. It is noted that the applicant is not proposing work to this
crossover and as a car is able to enter and exit in a forward gear, that it is considered
that a Section 278 agreement is not required to close the crossover.

6.34

The capacity of the proposed multi-function room is to be 50 people. The applicant has
stressed in their email dated 27.09.2016 that the use of the multi-purpose room will be
for a range of uses associated with the hotel. As such, it is considered acceptable for
a condition restricting the use of this room to uses ancillary to the hotel (eg. Overspill
dining, office space, storage) and for functions/meetings for patrons of the hotel only.
Whilst it is noted that guests of the hotel may hire out the multi-purpose room for a
function (eg. Wedding reception) that may also be attended by non-patrons, it is not
considered that this would significantly impact on the traffic and parking arrangements
of the surrounding area.

6.35

It is noted that there was a photograph of a coach that had parked on Cautley Avenue
submitted with an objection letter. The submitter stated that the photograph was taken
6.02pm on 01.06.2015 however no evidence was provided with the submission to state
whether the passengers of the coach were guests at the Dudley Hotel. The photograph
showed that the coach was parked within the Pay and Display area of the street.
However, it is noted that the coach is parked legally and as such it is considered that
if a coach was to park in the Pay and Display areas within the timeframes of the parking
area there is no transport restrictions to stop this. The applicant has stated that they
will not be actively encouraging coach parties and that these will be directed to stay at
other hotels. Furthermore, in the email dated 27.09.2016 the applicant stated that the
three group parties that have stayed at the hotel in 2016 have all arrived by tube. It is
not considered that the proposed development of 4 bedrooms would generate
additional coaches, however it is accepted that they can legally park within the parking
bays along Cautley Avenue provided they pay the required fee and are parked within
the allotted timeframes. It is noted that the applicant has stated that they actively
discourage coach parking and any tour/coach operator that is looking to stay at a
Eurohotel contacts the head office and request accommodation on a pre-booked
arrangement. It is considered that whilst there is an ability for the coaches to park within
the Pay and Display Areas that a Coach Parking Management Strategy would help to
ensure that this would reduce the impact on obstructions to traffic within the area.

6.36

The applicant has noted that the increase of 4 rooms to the Hotel would not result in a
significant uplift in servicing and deliveries. The issue of increased services and
deliveries has been brought up within the submissions. Whilst it is agreed that there

may not be a large increase in servicing and deliveries for the proposed 4 bedrooms,
it is noted that there has been an increase in room numbers previously which has not
been subject to an assessment of delivery and servicing impacts. It is considered that
a Service and Delivery Plan (which includes provision for refuse and recycling) is
submitted for approval prior to commencement of works.
6.37

TfL has not advised that there would be any harm to the safety of London Underground
tunnels. As such they raise no objection to the proposal.
Residential amenity

6.38

Policy Q2 of the Lambeth local plan (2015) ‘Amenity’ confirms that the right of people
to the quiet enjoyment of their homes will be respected. The policy provides:
“In predominantly residential areas the establishment of a new, or intensification of an
existing, incompatible non-residential use, likely to have a materially adverse
environmental and/or traffic impact, will not be permitted.
“In mixed-use areas, the scale, design, layout, hours-of-use, intensity, concentration,
and location of non-residential uses, will be controlled in relation to residential uses to
protect residential amenity.”

6.39

The policy does not preclude the use of best practical methods of environmental
control should statutory nuisance arise.

6.40

Local residents are concerned that the proposed development could exacerbate the
annoyance and disturbance caused following the hotel's significant expansion over the
past ten years. Concerns are principally expressed in terms of traffic generation and
servicing. These issues are addressed above.

6.41

In 2002, the Planning Inspectorate considering at the impact of 4 additional rooms
found:
“The proposed development would not have a harmful impact upon the living
conditions of nearby occupants in terms of noise or disturbance.”

6.42

In 2009, in considering the impact of provide 12 extra bedrooms in No. 79, the Planning
Inspectorate concluded:
“…no noticeable increase in impact on neighbouring occupiers’ living conditions over
and above that already experienced by the neighbouring hotel would ensue.”

6.43

It is not considered that the introduction of four additional hotel bedrooms would conflict
with Lambeth Local Plan Policy Q2.

6.44

There is concern from local residents that the use of the ‘multi-purpose’ room is
unspecified and could cause disturbance if used for functions or converted to further
hotel bedrooms. It is not considered exceptional for a hotel to contain an ancillary
function room. The room would be accessed internally from the remainder of the hotel
and the spiral stair to the rear service yard would be a secondary access. It is
considered that a condition restricting the use of the multi-purpose room to ancillary
activities of the Dudley Hotel and noise conditions would be acceptable ways of
resolving the residents’ concerns. The noise condition would ensure that the proposed
multi-purpose room would not result in noise that exceeds background levels. A further
condition relating to amplified noise would also be required to ensure that any function

in the multi-purpose room would not result in noise that would disrupt neighbouring
residential properties. Furthermore, restricting the subdivision of the multi-function
room from being converted into bedrooms cannot be conditioned as this is not
enforceable. However, from the site visit undertaken it was noted that the addition of
bedrooms over and above what is proposed for this application (total of 67 bedrooms)
would result in a level of overdevelopment on the site. As such, it is considered
acceptable to condition that there be no more than 67 bedrooms allowed at the 79-81
Clapham Common South Side.
6.45

The applicant explains that trips associated with the new multi-function room are likely
to arise from guests staying at the hotel and already taken into account by the predicted
trip rates. Furthermore, with the proposed condition restricting the use of the room to
ancillary hotel uses and for uses to patrons of the hotel only, it is not considered that
there would be a significant impact on the traffic and parking of the surrounding streets.
The On-street Parking Stress Survey notes that there will be an overflow of parking
spaces in the surrounding area available and it is noted that majority of guests to the
hotel would use public transport.

6.46

With regard to concerns about disruption during construction works any temporary
noise and disturbance is not considered to constitute a reason for to withhold planning
permission. However, it is considered that a condition requiring the submission and
approval of a Construction Logistics Management Plan would be acceptable to
address this matter. The management plan should include the timeframe for the works
duration, numbers of vehicles coming to the site and include detailed plans showing
the worksite area within the development and the extent of hoarding anticipated. It
should also include grab/delivery vehicles in order to understand the operational
requirements during construction.
Safety of London Underground tunnels

6.47

The Northern Line is a deep level tube. Subject to a safeguarding condition London
Underground raise no objection. This issue arose in 2002 when the Planning
Inspectorate concluded that the excavation of a basement at Nos. 80-81 Clapham
Common South Side would not harm the safety of London Underground tunnels.
Flood Risk and Underground streams

6.48

There is a basement in place under half of Nos. 79-81 and no issue is envisaged with
the proposed expansion of the basement. The Council’s Flood Risk Officer has raised
no objection to the proposal advising that there are some lost underground streams
but these are believed to flow further east of the Clapham Common along Abbeville
Road and not under the site. As the application site is located in Flood Risk Zone 1
there is a low chance of flooding. Furthermore, there are already bedrooms located at
basement level at this site and as such it is not considered that the addition of 4 more
would increase the level of risk at the site would it increase the risk or not substantially
increase the risk. It is considered acceptable to impose a condition requiring the
submission and approval of a Basement Impact Assessment and a Flood Risk
Assessment prior to the commencement of works. The Assessment should include
mitigation and evacuation measures.
Landscaping

6.49

It is noted that the proposed forecourt area is to have planter boxes and new pavers.
Whilst the Arboricultural Officer did not provide any comments on the application at re-

notification, it is considered acceptable to require a condition for soft and hard
landscaping as per the original Arboricultural Officer’s comments. The request for a
landscaping plan will ensure that the forecourt area of the property will be visually
attractive and will preserve the wider Clapham Conservation Area in accordance with
Policies Q2, Q9 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2105).
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CONCLUSION

7.1

The Dudley Hotel is a lawful use and there are no land use objections to the provision
of four additional bedrooms and an ancillary room. The issue of overconcentration
does not arise. It is considered that any impacts arising from the additional bedrooms
and multi-purpose room can be mitigated by conditions.

7.2

As the applicant has revised the proposed plans to remove all reference to lightwell
railings, it is considered that the proposal would preserve the character and
appearance of the host building, the wider Clapham Common Conservation Area and
the adjacent grade II listed building.

7.3

Public transport availability is good with adequate capacity. The area is subject to CPZ
parking controls and South Side is a ‘Red Route’. Any short-term parking either in
Cautley Avenue or on the main road frontage is unlikely to result in any deterioration
in highway safety or significant obstruction to traffic. Parking in the side streets is lawful
outside the CPZ control hours. Facilities for off-street servicing exist.

7.4

Subject to control of the use of the ‘multi-purpose’ room, it is considered there would
be no noticeable increase in impact on neighbouring occupiers’ living conditions in
terms of noise and disturbance over and above that already experienced from the
existing hotel.

7.5

There is no demonstrable threat to the safety of the London Underground tunnels.

7.6

It is considered that conditions would address any issues regarding the basement
excavation and would ensure that any flood risk, whilst minimal, would be mitigated.
Furthermore, it is noted that there are no underground streams at the application site.

8

RECOMMENDATION

8.1

Grant planning permission subject to the following conditions:
Conditions

1

The development to which this permission relates must be begun no later than the
expiration of three years beginning from the date of this decision notice.
Reason: To comply with section 91(1)(a) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

2

Except where revised details are required in accordance with this permission, the
development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
plans listed in this notice.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

3

Notwithstanding the approved drawings, prior to the commencement of works, detailed
drawings of the proposed lightwell grille and materials shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development hereby permitted
shall be thereafter built in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to
ensure that the external appearance of the development is satisfactory and that it
protects the character and appearance of the Clapham Common Conservation Area
(Policies Q2 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

4

The materials to be used for the external surfaces of the development shall match
existing finishes except where shown on the approved plans. All works of making good
to the retained fabric shall be finished to match the adjacent work with regards to the
methods used and to material, colour, texture and profile.
Reason: To ensure that the construction detailing and external appearance of the
building is satisfactory and results in good design in accordance with Policy Q11 of
the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).

5

The development shall not be commenced until detailed design and method statements
for all of the foundations, basement and ground floor structures, or for any other
structures below ground level, including piling have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority which:





provide details on all structures
accommodate the location of the existing London Underground structures and
tunnels
accommodate ground movement arising from the construction thereof
mitigate the effects of noise and vibration arising from the adjoining operations
within the structures and tunnels.

The development shall thereafter be carried out in all respects in accordance with the
approved design and method statements, and all structures and works comprised
within the development hereby permitted which are required by the approved design
statements in order to procure the matters mentioned in paragraphs of this condition
shall be completed, in their entirety, before any part of the building hereby permitted is
occupied.
Reason: To ensure that the development does not impact on existing London
Underground transport infrastructure, in accordance with London Plan 2016 Table 6.1
and ‘Land for Industry and Transport’ Supplementary Planning Guidance 2012.
6

The development shall not be commenced until a Construction Logistics Management
Plan has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
Construction shall only be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To maintain satisfactory traffic and safety conditions on the public highway as
required by London Plan 2016 Policy 6.3 ‘Assessing effects of development on
transport capacity.’

7

The multi-purpose room hereby permitted shall only be used for purposes ancillary to
the Dudley Hotel, 79-81 Clapham Common South Side and shall not be hired out to
non-patrons of the hotel for events/functions/meetings.

Reason: To protect residential amenity in the surrounding area and to avoid additional
parking stress in surrounding streets in accordance with Policies Q2, T6 and T7 of the
Lambeth Local Plan (2015).
8

The Dudley Hotel, 79-81 Clapham Common South Side shall not increase the number
of bedrooms from the hereby permitted 67 bedrooms.
Reason: To ensure that overdevelopment of the site does not occur, in turn protecting
the residential amenity of the surrounding properties and to avoid additional parking
stress to surrounding streets in accordance with Policies Q2, T6 and T7 of the Lambeth
Local Plan (2015).

9

Noise from the site, as measured in accordance with BS4142: 2014, shall not exceed
the background noise level [L90B(A) 15 minutes], when measured outside the
window of the nearest noise sensitive or residential premises.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area
(Policy Q2 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

10

Noise from any source of amplified sound, speech or music shall not exceed the
background noise level L90B(A) 15 minutes, when measured from outside the
building.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area
(Policy Q2 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

11

Prior to the commencement of works, the use hereby permitted shall not commence
until a Servicing Management Plan has been submitted and approved in writing by
the local planning authority. The use hereby permitted shall thereafter be operated in
accordance with the approved details. The submitted details must include the
following:
a) frequency of deliveries to the site;
b) frequency of other servicing vehicles such as refuse collections;
c) dimensions of delivery and servicing vehicles;
d) proposed loading and delivery locations; and
e) a strategy to manage vehicles servicing the site.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to
avoid hazard and obstruction of the surrounding streets and limit the effects of the
increase in travel movements within the locality as well as safeguarding public safety
and the amenity of the surrounding area in accordance with Policy Q2 and T6 of the
Lambeth Local Plan (2015).

12

Prior to the first use of the additional bedrooms and the multi-purpose room hereby
permitted, a Coach Parking Management Strategy shall be submitted to and

approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The use hereby permitted shall
thereafter be operated in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to
avoid hazard and obstruction of the surrounding streets and limit the effects of the
increase in travel movements within the locality as well as safeguarding public safety
and the amenity of the surrounding area in accordance with Policy Q2, T6 and T8 of
the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).
13

Prior to first occupation of any of the hotel rooms hereby permitted, details of the
provision to be made for cycle parking shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the local planning authority. The details shall demonstrate that a minimum of 5 secure
and easily accessible cycle spaces will be provided. The cycle parking shall be
provided in accordance with the approved details and thereafter be retained for its
designated use during the duration of the hotel use.
Reason: To ensure adequate cycle parking is available on site and to promote
sustainable modes of transport in accordance with London Plan 2015 Policy 6.9
‘Cycling’ and Table 6.3, Policy T3 and T6 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).

14

Notwithstanding the approved plans no development shall take place until a
Basement Impact Statement and Flood Risk Assessment have been submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. This statement shall include
details regarding:
(a)
Detailed site specific analysis of hydrological and geotechnical local ground
conditions;
(b)
Analysis of how the excavation of the basement may impact on the water
table and any ground water floor, and whether perched water is present;
(c)
Details of how flood risk, including risk from groundwater and surface water
flooding has been addressed in the design, including details of any proposed
mitigation measures;
(d)
Details of measures proposed to mitigate any risks in relation to land
instability;
(e)

Demonstration of how cumulative effects have been considered;

(f)
A comprehensive non- technical summary document of the assessments
provided and information submitted against (a) to (e) of this condition.
Reason: Development must not commence before this conditions is discharged to
avoid hazard in relation to land instability and increased flood risk caused by the
basement excavation (Paragraph 121 of the National Planning Policy Framework
(2012) and Policy EN5 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

15

No demolition or development shall commence until full details of the proposed
construction methodology, in the form of a Method of Construction Statement, have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The
Method of Construction Statement shall include details regarding:

a) The notification of neighbours with regard to specific works;
b) Advance notification of road closures;
c) Details regarding parking, deliveries, and storage;
d) Details regarding dust mitigation;
e) Details of measures to prevent the deposit of mud and debris on the public
highway; and
f) Any other measures to mitigate the impact of construction upon the amenity of the
area and the function and safety of the highway network.

No demolition or development shall commence until provision has been made to
accommodate all site operatives', visitors' and construction vehicles loading, offloading, parking and turning within the site or otherwise during the construction
period in accordance with the approved details. The demolition and development
shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the details and measures approved
in the Method of Construction Statement.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to
avoid hazard and obstruction being caused to users of the public highway and to
safeguard residential amenity from the start of the construction process (policies 7.14
of the London Plan (2015); and policies T6 and T8 of the Lambeth Local Plan
(2015)).
16

No demolition or development shall commence until an evacuation plan has been
submitted and approved by the Local Planning Authority. The Evacuation Plan is to
demonstrate the evacuation methods that will be undertaken should flooding to the
basement rooms occur.
Reason: Development must not commence before this conditions is discharged to
avoid hazard in relation to land instability and increased flood risk caused by the
basement excavation (Paragraph 121 of the National Planning Policy Framework
(2012) and Policy EN5 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

17

Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, a landscaping
scheme for the forecourt of 79-81 Clapham Common South Side outlining both hard
landscaping and soft landscaping shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the local planning authority. The development hereby permitted shall be thereafter
carried out in accordance with the approved details within 6 months of the date of
occupation of the rooms hereby permitted. The submitted details are expected to
demonstrate the following:
a) Details of the proposed plants and location of the planter boxes located within the
forecourt area

b) Details of the pavers proposed for the forecourt
Reason: In order to ensure high quality soft and hard landscaping in the proposed
forecourt of 79-81 Clapham Common South Side in the interests of visual amenity of
the site and enhancement of the wider Clapham Conservation Area (policy Q2, Q9
and Q22 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Informatives

1

This decision letter does not convey an approval or consent which may be required under
any enactment, by-law, order or regulation other than Section 57 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.

2

Your attention is drawn to the provisions of the Building Regulations and related legislation
which must be complied with to the satisfaction of the Council's Building Control Officer.

3

With regard to condition 5 (London Underground structures) in advance of preparation of final
design and associated method statements, in particular with regard to: demolition;
excavation; construction methods; security; boundary treatment; safety barriers; landscaping
and lighting. Enquiries should be sent to London Underground Infrastructure Protection
SMBLocationEnquiries@tfl.gov.uk

4

Your attention is drawn to the need to comply with the requirements of the Control of
Pollution Act 1974 concerning construction site noise and the operation of the hotel
and in these respects you are advised to contact the Council's Environmental Health
Division.

5

The footway and carriageway on the A24 Clapham Common South Side must not be
blocked during the works at 79-81 Clapham Common South Side. Temporary
obstructions during the conversion must be kept to a minimum and should not
encroach on the clear space needed to provide safe passage for pedestrians or
obstruct the flow of traffic on the A24 Clapham Common South Side.

6

All vehicles associated with the works at 79 - 81 Clapham Common South Side must
only park/ stop at permitted locations and within the time periods permitted by existing
on-street restrictions.

7

No skips or construction materials shall be kept on the footway or carriageway on the
TLRN at any time. Should the applicant wish to install scaffolding or a hoarding on the
footway whilst undertaking this work, separate licences may be required with TfL,
please see, https://www.tfl.gov.uk/info-for/urban-planning-and-construction/highwaylicences.

8

Any piling and excavation adjacent to the Transport for London Road Network will
require Technical Approval by TfL Tunnels and Structures Team before works
commence.

9

The Construction Logistics Management Plan required by condition 6 should pay
regard to cyclists using Cycle Superhighway 7. Transport for London will require
reassurance that a banks-man will oversee exiting lorries turning into Clapham
Common South Side and not just manoeuvring in Cautley Avenue. Further information

should be provided on site set-up during construction and the unloading and loading
area.
10

The following provides guidance regarding the requirements of condition 14:
What is a non-technical summary?
Applicants should submit a non-technical summary of the Basement Method
Statement to the Council and it should be in a format which can be easily understood
by those with no technical expertise or knowledge. The summary should be in a clear
format that allows officers to make relevant conclusions about what is contained
within the Statement.
Required qualifications
The details submitted are expected to be undertaken by persons with no less
than the following qualifications. These details are to be provided upon submission
of the details:

Flood risk and drainage
A Hydrologist or a Civil Engineer specialising in flood risk management and surface
water drainage, with either:
o
The "CEng" (Chartered Engineer) qualification from the Engineering Council; or a
Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers ("MICE); or The "C.WEM" (Chartered Water
and Environmental Manager) qualification from the Chartered Institution of Water and
Environmental Management.
o
A Hydro-geologist with the "CGeol" (Chartered Geologist) qualification from the
Geological Society of London.
Land stability
A Civil Engineer with the "CEng" (Chartered Engineer) qualification from the
Engineering Council and specialising in ground engineering;
A Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers ("MICE") and a Geotechnical Specialist
as defined by the Site Investigation Steering Group; or A Chartered Member of the Institute
of Structural Engineers with some proof of expertise in engineering geology. With
demonstrable evidence that the assessments have been made by them in conjunction with
an Engineering Geologist with the "CGeol" (Chartered Geologist) qualification from the
Geological Society of London.

Appendix 1 Planning Inspectorate’s Appeal decision 14 July 2003

